The long-standing assumption that proteins divide into house-keeping and cellspecific groups was recently struck down after discovering that the vast majority of expressed proteins are shared across cell lines. Here, we tested a related hypothesis that abundant proteins are less regulated than low-abundance ones. Meta-analysis of published data revealed that protein regulation is only weakly dependent upon the protein abundance, thus providing support to cell characterization by the "top" proteome.
Genomics, and later proteomics, originally held the view that certain genes, and by extension proteins, were either present or absent in different biological samples (turned off or turned on). Only recently has this view been disproven, with deep sequencing studies showing that ~3/4 of all protein-coding genes are expressed in the bulk of human tissues 7 , with the majority of transcripts also present 8 . In addition, immunohistochemical analysis has shown that a large proportion of proteins are detected across human tissues 9 . Such discoveries have implicated the strict regulation of a select number of proteins' abundances, not the mere fact of gene expression or protein transcription, as the controlling factor for the specificity of tissues as well as the biological differences observed between organisms experiencing differing perturbations or existing in varying states.
This new information subsequently challenged the long-standing division of proteins into cell-specific and non cell-specific groups (luxury and household or house-keeping proteins 10 , respectively). Implicitly, and sometimes explicitly, it has often been assumed that housekeeping proteins are in general more abundant and less regulated than luxury proteins [11] [12] . House-keeping proteins are consistently used as "unchanging" internal standards in Western blots as well as gel-and LC/MS-based proteomics analyses. However, the overarching hypothesis that abundant proteins are less regulated than low-abundant proteins has never been thoroughly tested.
Knowing the regulation/abundance relationship is of vast importance in proteomics, which after 15 years of development is still struggling to routinely analyze more than half of the expressed proteome in a given system. In a typical single proteomics LC/MS analysis with a 1-2 hr LC gradient, between 500 and 2500 most abundant proteins are detected and quantified. This "top proteome" analysis is fast and inexpensive, but its specificity in respect to the cell state has been unclear. If the cell state specificity is mainly imprinted in lowabundant proteins, such a top proteome analysis is of little value for comparative biological studies or cell line authentication, an acute issue today that hasn't found a universal solution 13 . If, on the other hand, this top proteome is (almost) as cell-state specific as any "deeper" proteome layer, top-proteome based cell authentication may be of high analytical and practical value. Here, we present the first large-scale study of the regulation of proteins as related to their abundance, utilizing meta-analysis of six independent quantitative proteomics experiments which employed the gold standard in protein quantification, stable isotope labeling of amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) 14 .
Initial momentum for this study was gained upon analysis of quantitative transcriptomics and proteomics data reported for three distinct human cell lines 2 . Using antibody-based profiling, the authors found that >80% of identified proteins were present in all three cell lines; mass spectrometry-based profiling showed that 65% of the detected proteins' expression did not vary between cell lines by >2 fold. Of these quantified proteins, we analyzed those which had average log 10 intensities between 5 and 9; only ~46% were found to be >2-fold regulated between the cell lines. We plotted the standard deviation of the log 2 (ratio) for each of the analyses against the log 10 (average protein abundance) ( Supplementary Figure 1) . Upon fitting a curve to the points representing each comparison, we found that the decrease in regulation observed for higher abundance proteins was quite minimal, with an average slope of -0.072 per abundance decade. The correlation between the abundance and regulation was high, with R 2 values of 0.92, 0.94, and 0.82, respectively ( Supplementary Figure 1) . Consistent with the proteome data, two out of three line-to-line comparisons of the cellular mRNA expression showed no dependence of regulation upon the abundance, with the third comparison exhibiting only a slight trend.
To further investigate the abundance-regulation relationship, we performed meta-analysis on an additional four independent SILAC-based proteomics analyses (Figure 1 ). These studies varied in terms of both organism investigated (human, mouse, yeast, and micro-organism) and also the expected level of induced proteome change (variation in organism's life cycle 3 and cell cycle 4 , environmental conditions 1 , and intra-organ variation 6 ). These data covered a total dynamic range of >7 orders of magnitude, representing the limit for most mass spectrometry-based analyses. Each of these studies gave a very small but clear (R 2 > 0.9) dependence of regulation upon abundance, with an average slope of only ~-0.1. This corresponds to an average difference in observed logarithmic regulation of only ~7.5% for proteins which vary in abundance by a full order of magnitude.
Aggregation of >25,000 data points included in these studies 1-6 confirmed a highly correlating link between protein abundance and regulation (Figure 2 ). After correcting for the contribution from the experimental error of abundance measurements, the slope was found to be minimal, with an expected ratio change of only ~0.98 per every magnitude change in protein abundance (R 2 ~0.96). If a typical abundant protein in a given proteome is regulated X-fold, then to reach an average 2X-fold regulation (the standard significance threshold in most proteomics experiments), the protein abundance should reduce by >13 orders of magnitude, which is larger than the protein dynamic range in any known proteome. These data suggest that the regulation of proteins is largely independent of abundance, regardless of organism and/or biological effector(s).
A possible exception of this conclusion is the circa 100 most abundant proteins that in some situations seem to be somewhat less regulated than the overall trend predicts. There is however the remaining open question of differential regulation of various isoforms of the highly abundant proteins, which may render the above exception invalid. In protein profiling, even relatively shallow analysis encompassing a few hundred most abundant proteins can be sufficient for fingerprinting the specific cells state. [1] [2] [3] [4] ("Induced Regulation"; 20,202 data points) as well as one analysis which focused on the robustness of the SILAC method 5 . This latter analysis consists of 5,080 proteins whose measured variation should be due only to experimental error, as no biological differences were being investigated ("Experimental Error"). When subtracting this experimental error of a typical SILAC-based experiment from the measured regulation of proteins whose abundances were induced to change through varying effectors, one is able to produce a curve which represents the "Corrected Regulation" of proteins as related to their abundance.
